Hi There!

I am excited to be your child’s teacher this coming-up school year!

Below is a supply/donation list of suggested items that will be used by your child this upcoming year.

--7 folders (2-pocket variety)
--pencils—(at least 2—mechanical and regular)
--highlighters (2 or 3)
--pencil box (big enough for a small book to fit in)
--red ball-point pen for grading (2)
--lined-paper (loose—for each of the 2-pocket folders)
--earphones or earbuds kept in a
-- zip-lock bag (for use with chromebooks)
--hand sanitizer
--clorox wipes

Thank you! I’m looking forward to a great school year!!

Michael Rollins

**Notice: The items on this list will be used during the regular school day. They may be brought from home on a voluntary basis, otherwise, they will be furnished by the school.**